Outdoor Learning:
10 ideas for the
playground and school
field
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1. Sticks are great!
Like Stanley in John Hegley’s lovely illustrated book, I love sticks. They come in all
different sizes and shapes and make the perfect versatile accompaniment to
imaginative play and games outside.

Can you build the tallest stick tower?
A great starting point for any stick based activity. Give small teams no indication of
how you would like the tower built and see what they come up with. Some teams
will go for a Jenga style approach, whist others will be more elaborate in their
approach.

This is not a stick!
One of my favourite games. Choose a stick and ask your group to stand in a circle
pass the stick around each time saying “This is not a stick it’s a….” , the ideas can be
as imaginative as you like from tooth brush to trombone, nose scratcher to golf club.
As you go round try and remember what everybody else said too.

A game of sticks!
Some of the best games invented are with sticks, ask the children to invent their own
game using sticks and other resources they can find in the area . One of my favourite
inventions was a game of hazel hockey, it was brilliant.

2. Scavenger Hunts
Scavenger hunts are a great way to explore and learn about the world around us.
They can be used as a platform to collect materials to use as resources or as an
opportunity to explore and learn about the natural world around us.

How does it feel?
Using texture description words as a prompt is one of my favourite hunts, not only is it
a sensory approach children get to use language too. Ask the children to make the
cards before you go and see what you can find, what describing words would they use?

Colour walks!
Colour swatches or paint cards are great, give each child a colour and ask them to find
or collect items that match. Sometimes the colour given means it’s hard to find items,
use this as a chance to reflect on how seasonal change can impact on the colours that
we see in the natural world around us.

Matchbox Challenge!
Matchboxes, old film canisters or any small container are one of my favourites ways to
encourage people to observe and discover the world around them. Go on a walk
around the school grounds, how many items can each person fit in their small box?

3. A Musical Score!
Making music and sounds using the natural world around us gets our braining
thinking creatively.

Ask the children to collect different items from the school grounds. Each item then
represents a sound eg. Dandelion = boing, leaf = whoop and so on.

Children write their own musical score using the items they have collected.

Boing clap boing whoop whoop pttt pttt whoop ooh clap clap boing clap clap boing

You can extend this activity by seeing what instruments the children can make using
items they can find.

4. Elder Beads and People
The Elder tree is a really useful resource and quite often located around school
sites. Not only do the flowers make a refreshing cordial but the branches can be
used for a wide variety of crafts and activities.

When choosing your elder you will need to cut a straight piece about the diameter
of your thumb (1-2cm). Use secateurs to cut it with. Next cut smaller pieces, these
can be different sizes dependent on what you intend to make. To remove the pith
you could use a tent peg or the blunt end of a skewer by pushing it through the pith
at the centre of the cutting.
Once you have some different length beads you can try making a character using
pipe cleaners or string, or you can thread the beads together to make a necklace.

An activity like this is very therapeutic and people really participant the process of
removing the pith and creating with them, you can peel the bark off the beads too.

5. Camouflage Creatures
Camouflage is one of natures greatest defences and we love playing this game to
get children thinking about adaptation.

Split the children in to two equal groups.
Take them to a leafy bush where you have hidden a number of short pieces of wool
in different colours (neutral and bright shades) draped over the leaves and branches.
Ask the children to collect the pieces of wool in a relay with their team members.
Discuss with the children which pieces of wool were easier to find (the bright
colours) and then move onto explain how some animals use their colouring to blend
into the background. Whilst other animals use bright colours to act as a warning to
predators that they might be poisonous.

Using materials they can find ask the children to camouflage and piece of white
paper in the shape of animal, can they make it impossible to find on the school field
or playground?

6. Seed Games
Sometimes we need to put a different spin on games we might know in different
forms. Here are some of my favourite games to help explain about seed dispersal.
Hide and Seed
This game gets you thinking about the way large seeds such as hazel nuts and
conkers are dispersed by small mammals. A number of small mammals habitually
store food for the winter. Stores of food, which are not found or revisited, are
potentially able to germinate and grow into new plants. Give each child a sultana/
raisin and tell them they are squirrels and this is part of their winter store of food.
Define clearly the area in which they can hide their sultana. Leave the area and carry
on with some other activity , after about half an hour return the area can the
children find their seed?
Seed Gym
Lets try other types of dispersal in our seed gym. Are you feeling fit and ready?
Seeds dispersed by the wind:
Dandelions – children mime blowing a dandelion
Sycamore tree seeds – children spin with arms out like right angles (helicopter)
Horse chestnut trees (conkers) seeds drop bounce and roll – children mime this
Some seeds are dispersed by water
Do a swimming action
Seeds dispersed by explosion:
Big star jump, or clapping hands above head and shouting bang.
Seeds dispersed by animals
Sticky weed tig.
Seeds dispersed by eating and pooing. (up to you as to whether you want to include)

7. String things!
Using string, sticks and other loose parts to be creative is a great way to get
imaginative.

Float a boat!
Why not try building a boat that will float. Collect sticks and
natural materials, you can use string, elastic bands or grasses
to bind your sticks together.
It’s a great opportunity to investigate knots and see if the
children can begin to lash the sticks together.

Ladybird Circus
Collect together sticks, string and loose
parts. Get the conversation started by
asking what does a circus need? A
tightrope, trapeze and whatever else that
might be mentioned.
Using what they can find the children can
then build their very own ladybird circus.
Use a small pebble or piece of bark to test
out what the children make.

8. The Art Part
Getting creative with the natural resources is such a tactile and feel good activity.

Mud Balls
First collect a range of natural resources, including leaves,
daisies, petals and grasses. Using wet mud, you have to
explore the consistency a bit, make a ball or cube shape.
Then decorate the outside of your shape with what you
have collected.
If you are not keen on using mud you could use balls of clay.

Sunshines
One of the simplest yet most effective ways to encourage
children to explore their creativity and engage with the
natural world around them. Simply collect a range of
different materials and build up a circular pattern using a
ringed patterned effect.

Circles
The impact of these incredibly simple leaf circles is wonderful.
Simply collect a range of leaves draw round and cut out different
size circles and then thread them onto sticks. Thicker leaves like
rhododendrons work best, but trying a range of leaves and
colours is a great idea.

9. Hapa Zome
The Japanese art of hapa zome is a simple but very effective technique of
extracting natural colour with the added attraction of bashing things with
hammers.

Collect together your materials including white material, a hammer or mallet and
juicy leaves and petals.

Place your leaves and petals on a flat surface, overlay with your white material and
then evenly hammer over the material. The leaves and flowers will release colour
creating some amazing but very unique effects.
You can use masking tape to define shapes on your
material if you wish, and outline shapes or link patterns
with either mud paint or charcoal.

10. Puzzles and Problems
Solving puzzles and problems allows the children to put into practice the maths
skills they have learnt in the classroom.
Natural Equations
Create natural equations for the children to solve. Give the value of a couple of your
items. Challenge the children to create the sum for certain numbers.
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Can the children make equations of their own?
Magic Number Square

In a 3 by 3 magic number square the horizontal, vertical and
diagonal lines should all add up to 15 using only the numbers 1-9.
Collect together a number of small items for example 9 conkers, 8
leaves, 7 stones and so on. Can the children can solve the puzzle?
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